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Abstract. To solve the problem that multi-round and multi-slot Hello-
Reply scheme takes a long time to discover all neighbors due to its mul-
tiple parameters and difficulty in optimization, this paper proposes an
optimal multi-round and multi-slot (o-MRMS) Hello-Reply algorithm,
which theoretically proves and reduces the total time and round num-
ber of the algorithm for neighbor discovery, effectively reducing discov-
ery time, and combined with the existing discovery protocol. Simulation
results show that compared with a fixed slot number Hello-Reply algo-
rithm, the total neighbor discovery time in the proposed optimal multi-
round and multi-slot Hello-Reply algorithm is reduced by about 50%.
Compared with the DANDi protocol [3], discovery efficiency increased
with the node number, when the node number is 256, the discovery time
reduced by approximately 25%. It can be combined with the existing
neighbor discovery protocol, which verifies its feasibility and efficiency.

Keywords: Neighbor discovery · Directional antenna · Dynamic slot
number

1 Introduction

The directional wireless Ad Hoc network combines the directional antenna and
the wireless Ad Hoc network. It has the characteristics of strong independence,
high damage resistance and high spatial reuse, and can optimize the transmis-
sion performance of the network as a whole. It is widely used in military field,
disaster relief and other occasions. Neighbor discovery is the premise of network
communication, and the efficiency of neighbor discovery will directly affect the
network performance. At present, more and more network researchers focus on
wireless networks. Most of the relevant literature researches directly or indi-
rectly talk about neighbor discovery, and many neighbor discovery protocols are
constantly proposed. With the purpose of “shortening the total time of neighbor
discovery”, this paper focuses on the time slot optimization of neighbor discovery
Hello-Reply phase in directional wireless Ad Hoc network.
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According to the neighbor discovery protocols designed by scholars for wire-
less network discovery in recent years, it can be classified according to the fol-
lowing five conditions: (1) neighborhood discovery range; (2) antenna mode; (3)
message reply mode; (4) clock state; (5) transmission/listening mode selection.

According to different neighbor scopes that nodes can discover, neighbor
discovery protocols can be divided into direct and indirect neighbor discovery
protocols. Ref. [4–6,10] all adopt direct neighbor discovery, that is, nodes can
only discover their 1-hop neighbors through information exchange. A typical
indirect neighbor discovery algorithm is the algorithm based on Gossip, and
Ref. [16] is proposed on the basis of Gossip algorithm.

According to type of antenna in the network, neighbor discovery protocols can
be divided into omnidirectional antenna, directional antenna and hybrid antenna
protocols [15]. Hybrid antenna pattern is divided into directional-omnidirectional
pattern and omnidirectional-directional pattern, the directional-omnidirectional
pattern and omnidirectional pattern is two of the most common antenna combi-
nations in wireless network, such as Ref. [4,7] adopt directional antenna patterns,
Ref. [8,10,17] involves the hybrid antenna pattern.

According to the way nodes respond to Hello messages, neighbor discov-
ery protocols can be divided into Handshake-based and periodic poll response
protocols. At present, Handshake-based methods account for the majority. In
Ref. [4,6,9,13], two-way handshake are adopted, while in Ref. [14,17], three-way
handshake are adopted.

According to clock state of nodes, neighbor discovery protocols can be divided
into synchronous and asynchronous neighbor discovery protocols. Ref. [6–8,14,17]
are all synchronous neighbor discovery algorithms. Nodes in the network need time
synchronization. In asynchronous algorithm, the clock or interval sequence of dif-
ferent nodes is out of sync, so it is unnecessary to start neighbor discovery process
at the same time, as shown in Ref. [11–13].

According to how nodes choose transmission or listening mode, neighbor
discovery protocols can be divided into stochastic and deterministic neighbor
discovery protocols. Ref. [4,8,17] are all stochastic algorithms, and certain prob-
ability is introduced in node state selection. Ref. [5] is a deterministic algorithm
based on Disco protocol. Nodes select their own state according to pre-set rules.
Neighbor discovery protocols in most literature can be divided into multiple
categories simultaneously.

In the existing neighbor discovery protocol, it is also different in setting slot
number per round in Hello-Reply phase. In SAND [1] and Q-SAND protocol [2],
slot number is fixed. The slot number and discovery round are set in advance,
and do not change with neighbor nodes. DANDi protocol [3] proposed a dynamic
slot number adjustment algorithm, adopting the idea of exponential retreat, the
initial slot number is 1. When collision slot number in this round is 0, discovery
is completed. When collision slot number in this round is not 0, slot number
in the next round is twice that of the current round, the round number is also
constantly changing. Compared with the fixed slot number, the utilization rate
of slot using the exponential retreat method is higher. Finding the same node
requires less time slot, but there is still room for efficiency improvement.
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In this regard, this paper proposes an optimal multi-round and multi-slot
Hello-Reply algorithm, theoretically proves and deduces the total time and round
number of neighbor discovery algorithm, effectively reducing the total neighbor
discovery time, and combines the multi-round and multi-slot Hello-Reply algo-
rithm with existing protocols to verify its feasibility and discovery efficiency.
Combined with the simulation results, we give a simple fitting expression for
discovery round number and time.

The rest of article is arranged as follows. In Sect. 2, we briefly introduce
the system model and put forward the core issues to be solved in this paper.
Section 3 introduces the multi-round and multi-slot Hello-Reply algorithm in this
paper. After that, Sect. 4 conducts simulation and result analysis, and Sect. 5
summarizes this paper (Table 1).

2 System Model and Problem Modeling

Table 1. Symbol notation and meanings

Symbol notation Symbol meanings

N Total slave node number

S Total slot number

R Round number required by discovering all nodes

r Current neighbor discovery rounds, 1 ≤ r ≤ R

nr Slave node number in round r

sr Slot number in round r

n Node number in the single round neighbor discovery

s Slot number in the single round neighbor discovery

T The total time required to discover all the nodes

th The duration of the hello slot

tr The duration of the reply slot

NE The idle slot number after one round neighbor discovery

NS The success slot number after one round neighbor discovery

NC The collision slot number after one round neighbor discovery

2.1 System Model

In the Hello-Reply process of neighbor discovery, the master node establishes
the connection between the two by sending hello message to slave node and
receiving slave node’s reply message. In the process of each Hello-Reply round, a
Hello slot and several Reply slots form a frame. The frame length is determined
by the Reply slot number N . Total rounds R of Hello-Reply is also a variable,
which depends on slave node number to be found and Reply slot number in each
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round. Slot number per round is usually a series of discrete integers, for example,
S could be S = 2k, S1 < S2 < · · · < Sk < · · · < SK , 1 ≤ k ≤ K.

After the start of Hello-Reply in round r, the master node first transmits a
Hello message to slave node in hello slot, which carrys the discovered slave node
number and reply slot number sr in this round. When the slave node receives
the Hello message, it will check whether it has been found. If not, the slave node
will randomly select a slot to reply Reply message in sr reply slot, otherwise it
will remain silent in this round.

After the slave node replies the Reply message, a reply slot may have three
states:

Success: only one node selects this time slot to reply;
Idle: no node selects this time slot to reply;
Collision: two or more nodes select this time slot to reply.
When collision slot number is 0, it means that all slave nodes have been

discovered by the master node, and the multiple rounds of Hello-Reply process
neighbor discovery ends.

2.2 Problem Modeling

Assuming that hello slot duration is th and reply slot duration is tr, the total
time used by the Hello-Reply mechanism after round R can be expressed as

T =
R∑

x=1

(trsx + th) = tr

R∑

x=1

sx + Rth. (1)

where th is one hello slot time required in round x, tr is one reply slot
time, and sr is reply slot number required in round x. Our question is how to
dynamically adjust the reply slot number per round to minimize time T needed
to discover all neighbors.

3 Optimal Strategy

Theorem 1. When reply slot number sr per round is equal to remaining undis-
covered slave node number nr, the total time T required to find all slave nodes
is minimum. At this point, the theoretical derivation of time T can be expressed
as:

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Known n1 and s1 = n1 (total number of slave nodes to be discovered)

sr+1 = nr+1 = nr −
nr∑

x=0
x · Qx(nr, sr)

if nr+1 = 0 , then R = r

T =
R∑

x=1
(trsx + th) = tr

R∑
x=1

sx+Rth .

(2)

By fitting, time can be approximately expressed as

FittingT ime = round(2.702 × N − 4.963) × tr

+ round(0.045 × N + 5.2728) × th .
(3)
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where, “round” means round off.
In the case that reply slot number sr per round is equal to remaining undis-

covered slave nodes number nr, the theoretical derivation of round number R
required to find all neighbors is as follows:

R = round

(
lg(1/N)

lg(1 − 1/e)

)
. (4)

Through data fitting, round number can be approximately expressed as

R = round(0.4581 × (lg N)2 + 3.561 × lg N + 1.01) . (5)

where, “round” means round off.

In single-round neighbor discovery problem, if slave node number to be found
is known, the maximum slot utilization and relationship between slot number
and node number can be obtained by changing reply slot number S, that is,
when S = N , the maximum slot utilization can be obtained. By popularizing
the node discovery in a single round, we can get the value of reply slot number
sr in each round in the multi-round neighbor discovery, which can maximize
total utilization rate of slot and minimize node discovery time, thus, the round
number needed to find all nodes and the required minimum time can be derived
theoretically.

It can be proved that in the single-round neighbor discovery, when reply
slot number S is equal to slave node number N to be found, utilization rate
of slot is the highest, and the maximum slot utilization decreases from 1 to 1

e
with the node number increasing, as shown in Lemma 1. Extended to multi-
round neighbor discovery, it can be proved that when reply slot number sr per
round is equal to the remaining undiscovered slave nodes number nr, total slot
utilization rate is the highest and node discovery time is the minimum, as shown
in Lemma 2, and the theoretical derivation expression of round number required
for discovery of all nodes and the minimum time required can be obtained. For
the convenience of representation, it can be simulated and fitted, as shown in
Lemma 3 and Lemma 4.

3.1 Neighbor Discovery of Single Round

Lemma 1. In the single-round neighbor discovery problem, when reply slot num-
ber S is equal to slave node number N to be found, slot utilization is the highest,
and the maximum slot utilization gradually decreases from 1 to 1

e as the node
number increases. When n → ∞, slot utilization approaches 1

e , and when n → 1,
slot utilization approaches 1.

Given the slot number S and the node number N , the probability of any slot
being selected by the node and successfully sending reply packet can be shown,
that is, the utilization rate of slot. By changing slot number and analyzing slot
utilization rate expression, the relationship between slot number S and node
number N can be obtained when slot utilization is at its maximum.
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We use n to represent the node number to be discovered and S to represent
the slot number available for the Reply message in the Hello-Reply process.
When the master node sends Hello packet, the slave node receiving Hello packet
will choose any slot to reply. There are three states of slot: success, collision
and idle, among which the successful slot is also called discovery slot, so the
probability of any slot is discovery slot P (n, s) is

P (n, s) =
(

n
1

) (
1
s

) (
1 − 1

s

)n−1

. (6)

1
s means the possibility that a node randomly chooses one of s slots.
From ∂P (n,s)

∂s = 0 and ∂P (n,s)
∂s2 < 0, when s = n and n > 1, P (n, s) gets the

maximum. Substitute s = n into P (n, s):

P (n, s)|s=n = n · 1
n

· (1 − 1
n

)n−1 = (1 − 1
n

)n−1 . (7)

When n → ∞, let 1
n = −x, get:

lim
n→∞ (1 − 1

n
)n × (1 − 1

n
)−1 = lim

x→0
(1 + x)− 1

x =
1
e

. (8)

When n → 1,

lim
n→1

(1 − 1
n

)n−1 = lim
n→1

e(n−1) ln(1− 1
n ) = e

lim
n→1

(n−1) ln(1− 1
n )

= e0 = 1 . (9)

That is, when slot number is equal to node number to be discovered, the
probability of any slot to be discovery slot is the highest, and when n approaches
∞, the probability of any slot to be discovery slot is equal to 1

e . As n approaches
1, the probability of any slot to be discovery slot gradually increases to 1.

Let num(n, s) represent the maximum node number that is found in one
round when node number to be discovered is n and slot number is s. num(n, s)
is expressed as

num(n, s) =
{

n if n ≤ s
s − 1 if n > s .

(10)

In the round of Hello-Reply containing s slots, the probability of discovering
one node among n nodes is

Q1(n, s) = C1
s P (n, s)L(n − 1, s − 1) . (11)

L(n − 1, s − 1) means the probability that all other (s − 1) slots are not
discovery slot, P (n, s) means the probability that any slot is discovery slot,
and C1

s is the way that this slot is selected. In one round of Hello-Reply, the
probability of finding x nodes (1 ≤ x ≤ num(n, s)) is expressed as

Qx(n, s) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 if n = 1
0 if n ≤ s & x = n − 1

Cx
s

[
x−1∏
k=0

P (n − k, s − k)
]

×L(n − x, s − x) Otherwise .

(12)
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where, L(n−x, s−x) represents the probability that no slot is discovery slot
in the remaining (s − x) slots, which can be expressed as:

L(n − x, s − x) = Q0(n − x, s − x) = 1 −
num(n−x,s−x)∑

j=1

qj(n − x, s − x) . (13)

The expected node number to be found in an average round is:

E[n] =
n∑

x=0

x · Qx(n, s) . (14)

The slot utilization of one round can also be expressed as

ηs =

n∑
x=0

x · Qx(n, s)

s
. (15)

The relationship between slot utilization and the probability that any slot is
a discovery slot:

The probability that any one slot can successfully discover a node is P (n, s),
then discovery node number per round is P (n, s) × s, and slot utilization rate
is P (n,s)×s

s = P (n, s). Therefore, the probability that any one slot is a discovery
slot is the slot utilization rate. In the same way, when the slot number is equal
to node number to be discovered, slot utilization rate is the largest, and when n
is large enough, the probability that any one slot is a discovery slot is equal to
1
e .

3.2 Neighbor Discovery Efficiency of Multiple Rounds

Lemma 2. In the multi-round neighbor discovery, when reply slot number sr

per round is equal to the remaining undiscovered slave node number nr, the total
utilization rate of slot is the highest and node discovery time is the shortest.

Neighbor discovery often cannot end in one round. In the case of multiple
rounds, r represents the total round number required, nr represents the node
number to be discovered corresponding to round r, and sr represents the slot
number required for round r. The node number that can be found in round r
can be expressed as

E[nr] =
nr∑

x=0

x · Qx(nr, sr) . (16)

Then the slot utilization rate in round r is

ηsr =

nr∑
x=0

x · Qx(nr, sr)

sr
. (17)
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It can be known from the derivation in Sect. 3.1 that the probability that
any one slot is a discovery slot is the slot utilization rate, so the slot utilization
rate in round r can also be expressed as

P (nr, sr) = nr × 1
sr

(
1 − 1

sr

)nr−1

. (18)

Then the slot utilization of multiple rounds of neighbor discovery is

η =

R∑
r=1

sr × P (nr, sr)

R∑
r=1

sr

. (19)

where
R∑

r=1
sr × P (nr, sr) represents the total number of nodes, denoted by

N , then the above formula can be written as

η =
N

R∑
r=1

sr

. (20)

where, N is the total node number, and it is a fixed value. From single-round
neighbor discovery process, when sr = nr, the slot utilization P (nr, sr) is the
largest, the discovery of same node number requires fewer slots. For multiple
rounds Neighbor discovery, for the same reason, when the total node number
to be discovered N is equal, when each round sr = nr, the total slot number
required to discover all nodes is the least, the slot utilization is the highest, and
the required discovery time is the shortest.

It is known from Sect. 3.1 that when sr = nr, the slot utilization rate of
each round is the largest, and the maximum slot utilization maximum value is
1, the minimum value is 1

e . As the node number increases, the slot utilization
rate gradually decreases and approaching 1

e . That is, in the slot utilization rate
found by multiple rounds of neighbors, the slot utilization rate P (nr, sr) of each
round satisfies

1
e

≤ P (nr, sr) ≤ 1 . (21)

Assuming the total slave node number is ∞, that is n1 = ∞, then

η =

1
e

R∑
r=1

srkr

R∑
r=1

sr

. (22)

e ≥ kr =
P (nr, sr)

1/e
≥ 1(r = 1, 2, · · · , R), 1 = k1 < k2 < · · · < kr = e . (23)
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Therefore, the efficiency of neighbor discovery in multiple rounds

1
e

< η < 1 . (24)

In actual applications, the total slave node number tends not to tend to ∞.
In this case, the actual multi-round node discovery efficiency will be larger.

3.3 Neighbor Discovery Round of Multiple Rounds

Lemma 3. When the reply slot number sr per round is equal to remaining undis-
covered slave node number nr, the theoretical derivation of the round number
required to find all nodes can be expressed as R = round

(
lg(1/N)

lg(1−1/e)

)
and can be

fitted as R = round (0.4581 × (lg N)2 + 3.561 × lg N + 1.01).

Let the total node number to be discovered be N , and slot number sr and
node number to be discovered nr of each round remain the same, that is nr = sr.
As can be seen from Sect. 3.1, when nr of each round is large enough, the slot
utilization rate of each round is 1

e , then the node number that is found in the
rth round is sr/e, which can also be expressed as nr/e, and the remaining node
number to be found is nr(1−1/e). After R rounds, the remaining nodes number
to be found is N(1 − 1/e)R. If all nodes are discovered after neighbor discovery
ends, it should satisfy

N(1 − 1/e)R < 1 . (25)

that is

R >
lg(1/N)

lg(1 − 1/e)
. (26)

Since round number R is an integer, the above formula can be rounded to
obtain

R = round

(
lg(1/N)

lg(1 − 1/e)

)
= round(5.02 × lg N) . (27)

where, “round” means round off.
In order to facilitate the representation and application of neighbor discovery

time and round number, the simulation data of discovery time and round number
obtained by simulation is fitted.

As the round number grows slowly with nodes number, it is generally in a
step shape. In order to facilitate fitting, Node number N is the logarithm to base
10, total round number is represented by R, and the linear fitting expression of
lg N and round number R is

R = 4.771 × lg N + 0.3413 . (28)

The quadratic fitting expression is

R = 0.4581 × (lg N)2 + 3.561 × lg N + 1.01 . (29)
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3.4 Neighbor Discovery Time of Multiple Rounds

Lemma 4. When reply slot number in each round is equal to node number to
be found in this round nr, hello slot duration is th and reply slot duration is tr,
then the minimum time required by discovering all nodes can be fitted as

FittingT ime = round(2.702 × N − 4.963) × tr

+ round(0.045 × N + 5.2728) × th .
(30)

When the slot number sr in each round changes with the remaining node
number nr, and nr = sr is maintained, the node number to be found in the next
round and slot number required are

sr+1 = nr+1 = nr −
nr∑

x=0

x · Qx(nr, sr) . (31)

nr and sr are the node number to be discovered and the required slot number
corresponding to the rth round.

When nr+1 = 0, it indicates that node number to be found in the next round
is 0, that is, all nodes have been discovered, and r at this time is the round
number R required to find all nodes.

Suppose the duration of the hello slot is th, the duration of the reply slot is
tr, the time required to pass the R round is

T =
R∑

x=1

(trsx + th) . (32)

The pseudo-code is used to represent the above discovery time calculation
process. The algorithm is as follows.

First of all, we set the time slot length of both sending request packet and
receiving reply as 1. After simulation, the time and round number needed for
node discovery of different numbers are obtained, and node discovery time is
fitted with known data. We can get linear fitting time at this point is

T1 = 2.747 × N + 0.3098 . (33)

N is total node number.
The fitting time T1 at this point includes slot used by Hello package and slot

used by Reply package. Since each round the primary node sends a Hello packet,
neighbor discovery round number is the slot number used by the Hello packet.

Subtract round number from the total discovery time to get the time used
without Hello package, and then conduct the fitting again. At this point, the
fitting discovery time is

T2 = 2.702 × N − 4.963 . (34)

The total fitting discovery time expression is

FittingT ime = T2 × tr + (T1 − T2) × th . (35)
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Algorithm 1. DiscoveyTime (Notes, Slots) : For a given n and S, when slot
number per round is equal to node number to be discovered, the round number
and time required by discovering all nodes and the slot number per round.
Input: Ninitial, tr, th
Output: SumTime, Slots[], Round

1: begin procedure
2: Notes[1] = Ninitial

3: /*The array format stores the number of slots required per round*/
4: Slots[1] = Notes[1]
5: x = 1
6: /*Round number in a while loop*/
7: while (Notes[x] �= 0) do
8: /*Node number to be found in the next round = node number to be found in

the current round - node number already found in the current round*/
9: /*round off*/

10: Notes[x+1] = Notes[x] - round(
Notes[x]∑

j=0

k × qj(Notes[x], Slots[x]))

11: Slots[x+1] = Notes[x+1]
12: x = x + 1
13: end while
14: Round = x - 1 /*Get round number needed*/
15: SumTime = 0
16: for r = 1:Round do
17: /*Calculate the total time*/
18: SumTime = SumTime + (Slots(r) * tr + th)
19: end for
20: end procedure

By substituting the specific expressions of T1 and T2, it can be obtained that:

FittingT ime = round(2.702 × N − 4.963) × tr

+ round(0.045 × N + 5.2728) × th .
(36)

where: tr is the length of a reply slot and th is the length of a hello slot.

3.5 Application of Multi-round and Multi-slot Hello-Reply
Algorithm

In order to verify the application of Hello-Reply algorithm in this paper, this
section applies the multi-round and multi-slot Hello-Reply algorithm on the basis
of Q-SAND protocol [2]. In Hello-Reply phase of the Q-SAND protocol, a fixed
pattern with 5 rounds of neighbor discovery and 5 reply slots per round is used.
The DANDi protocol [3] adopts the idea of exponential retreat and the initial
number of slots is 1. When collision slot number in this round is 0, node discovery
is completed; when collision slot number in this round is not 0, the slot number in
the next round is twice that of the current round, and the node discovery round is
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not set. When using the dynamic slot number selection algorithm in this article,
the reply slot and node discovery round numbers are set as follows: The first
round of node discovery reply slots in the Hello-Reply phase is set to 5, which is
consistent with Q-SAND, in each subsequent round of node discovery, the slot
number is determined by the previous round of node discovery, that is, the total
node number is estimated by the successful number, idle, and collision slots for
node discovery, thereby determining the next round of response number of slots.
Another way to set slot number is to set slot number in the first Hello-Reply
round to 1, consistent with DANDi, and the slot number per subsequent round
is decided by the exact total node number minus the discovered node number.
The node discovery round number is not set in advance. When all nodes are
discovered, the node discovery process ends.

The node estimation method adopts Chen estimation method [18]. That is,
in a round of node discovery with the slot number L, after the node discovery is
completed, there are NE idle slots and NS successful slots, and the probability
of NC collision slots is:

P (NE , NS , NC) =
L!

NE !NS !NC !
pE

e pS
s pC

c . (37)

Among them, pe, ps, pc respectively represent the idle, successful and collision
slot probability when a node is discovered, and its expression is:

pe = (1 − (1/L))n . (38)

ps = (n/L)(1 − (1/L))n−1 . (39)

pc = 1 − ps − pe . (40)

For a node discovery round with a slot number of L, the posterior distribution
probability can be obtained. Under the environment of n nodes to be discovered,
when there are NE idle slots and NS successful slots, collision slot number NC

can be obtained, and its expression is as follows:

P (n|NE , NS , NC) =
L!

NE !NS !NC !
×

[(
1 − 1

L

)n]NE

(41)

×
[

n

L

(
1 − 1

L

)n−1
]NS

×
[
1 −

(
1 − 1

L

)n

− n

L

(
1 − 1

L

)n−1
]NC

.

According to the posterior distribution, when the above formula reaches the
maximum, the estimated value of the node is the best.

The pseudo codes for node estimation and slot number selection are as
follows.
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Algorithm 2. Node estimation and slot number selection.
1: Round = 1, Slots[1] = 5, After a round, get NE , NS and NC

2: if NC = 0 then
3: Node discovery complete.
4: else
5: Calculate the maximum value of n for P (n|NE , NS , NC).
6: Round = Round + 1
7: /*Remaining node number to be discovered, and rounded up*/
8: Slots[Round] = [n - NS ]
9: end if

4 Simulation and Analysis

In the Sect. 3, in order to facilitate the representation and application of the
discovery round number and discovery time of multiple round nodes, it is fitted
according to the simulation data. In this section, compare the dynamic slot
selection method in this paper with the fixed slot number per round, that is, the
slot number always takes the initial slave node number to be found. For example,
when the total node number is 100, slot number in each round is 100, and specific
round number is determined by the neighbor discovery situation. Finally, the
Hello-Reply proposed in this paper is applied to the Q-SAND protocol to verify
its neighbor discovery efficiency. This paper uses C++ simulation platform.

4.1 Neighbor Discovery Rounds Simulation

Firstly, fitting round number at different node counts is compared with actual
rounds obtained by simulation to verify rationality of the fitting formula. The
results are shown in Fig. 1.

As shown in Fig. 1, in the case that the slots number sr is fixed, except that
the number of slots sr in the first round is equivalent to the number of nodes
nr, the rest of the slot each round number compared with the node number is
larger, so while the slot utilization rate each round is low, but the node number
can be found in each round is more than sr = nr, so neighbor discovery need
less number of rounds, but the overall trend is consistent with the sr = nr,
with the increase of the nodes number and ladder shaped growth. In the case of
sr = nr, when the node number N is small, the rounds number fitting value and
simulation value is appropriate, when N is large, there will be an error value of 1
in the round number of some nodes, and compared with those of linear quadratic
has higher accuracy, namely when the node number is equal to the slot number
per round, the node number and round relations can be expressed as follows:

R = 0.4581 × (lg N)2 + 3.561 × lg N + 1.01 . (42)

4.2 Neighbor Discovery Time Simulation

Let tr = 1 and th = 1. Compare the fitting slots and simulation slots to verify
the rationality of the fitting formula. The results are shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Number of fitting rounds and simulation rounds at different nodes number

As shown in Fig. 2 that when slot number per round is equal to node number
to be found per round, the node discovery time is far less than the number of
fixed slot, and the performance is improved by about 50%. When the slot number
is fixed, when the node number increases to a certain value, the discovery round
number will increase by one round, causing the node discovery time to jump, as
shown in the figure with the node number 110 and 120. When sr = nr in each
round, when N = 20, error rate of fitting time is the largest, the maximum error
rate is 0.0587. According to the theoretical derivation in Sect. 4.2, slot utilization
ratio is equal to 1

e , which is obtained under the premise of n → ∞. When N is
small, there will be a certain error, and when N is small, node discovery time
is small, and a small error will also cause a large error rate. Therefore, when N
is small, error rate of fitting and simulation results is high. When N is greater
than 90, error rate is basically stable below 0.01, that is, the fitting time formula
has high accuracy.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of fitting time and simulation time and error rate for different
number of nodes (th = 1, tr = 1)

4.3 Application of Multi-round Multi-slot Hello-Reply Algorithm
in Q-SAND

In this section, the application of the proposed multi-round and multi-slot
Hellow-Reply algorithm in Q-SAND is simulated and verified, and compared
with the Q-SAND protocol and DANDi protocol. The simulation parameters
and network scenario settings in the protocol are shown in Table 2 and Table 3
respectively.

The node position is randomly set in a certain region. When neighbor discov-
ery is conducted, the randomly generated nodes are required to form a connected
network topology. If there are random isolated nodes, or if there is more than
one network topology, the resulting network topology is discarded and does not
count in the statistical results.

Under the same simulation parameters and network scenes, the node number
is changed to simulate the neighbor discovery time in network.

Figure 3 shows the simulation discovery time with fixed slot number, DANDi,
and variable slot number under Q-SAND protocol for different node number. To
ensure the universality of the results, we randomly generate 20 kinds of network
topologies for the same node number, and average the simulation results.
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Table 2. Protocol simulation parameters

The stage of the node Parameter Value

FastScan mode tswitch 3 ms

Hone-In mode tHoneIn 1.5 ms

h 12

Hello-Reply mode(Q-SAND) Nslots 5

Nrounds 5

tslots 1.5 ms

Token Passing mode tGoToFastScan 1.5 ms

Table 3. Network scene parameter setting

Network scene setting Value

Node distribution region 500 * 500

Maximum single hop communication distance 100

Number of sectors per node 6

Network simulation times with same nodes number 20

As can be seen from Fig. 3, compared with the original Q-SAND protocol with
fixed slot, the node discovery time of Q-SAND protocol using the slot number
variable algorithm proposed in this paper is reduced by about 50%, which is con-
sistent with the neighbor discovery time in Hello-Reply phase in Sect. 4.2. Node
discovery efficiency of the network is greatly improved. Meanwhile, when the
node number is accurate, compared with DANDi, when the total node number
in network topology is small, the number of neighbor node will also be small, the
discovery time is both similar. As the neighbor node number increased, advan-
tage of time-slot number variable algorithm presented in this paper gradually
emerged, and discovery time is lower than DANDi protocol, and the gap increases
gradually. When the node number in topology is 256, compared with DANDi
protocol, the neighbor discovery time of slot number variable algorithm in this
paper is reduced by approximately 25%. When node estimation is introduced,
due to the large impact of estimation error when the node number is relatively
small, the o-MRMS neighbor discovery time is slightly larger than DANDi, and
with the node number increasing, the o-MRMS node discovery time is gradually
smaller than DANDi protocol.
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5 Summary and Future Outlook

In this article, we have conducted study on the neighbor discovery. Theoretical
deduction proves that when the reply slots number per round is equal to the node
number to be discovered, the slot utilization is the highest and the node discovery
time is the shortest. Through simulation, the fitting expression of node discovery
round and node discovery time is given, and the fitting expression is compared
with the simulation data to verify the accuracy of the fitting expression. At the
same time, we combine the proposed o-MRMS algorithm with existing protocols
to verify its feasibility. Compared with Q-SAND protocol, node discovery effi-
ciency is improved by about 50%. Compared with the DANDi protocol, which
node discovery to be more efficient, when the network node number is greater
than 250, efficiency can be increased by more than 25%, and the greater the
node number, the greater the efficiency increase.

In wireless self-organizing network neighbor discovery, in order to improve
the efficiency of discovery, often need to dynamically change the Reply time
slot number in Hello-Reply phase, but there are so many ways to change, so
how to choose is a question. Through this paper, reader can get an optimal
selection method for slot number. Through the node number in the network,
we can calculate the reply slot number each round and obtain the optimal way
for dynamic change of slot, so as to improve the efficiency of system. Under the
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condition of known node number, this paper gives the fitting formula of discovery
round number and total discovery time, can do not need to simulation, only for
simple operation, convenient to calculate round and time for discovering all nodes
roughly, so as to serve as a reference.

For the node discovery time fitting formula, there will be some error when the
node number is small. Whether the accurate expression of neighbor discovery
time can be obtained is an issue we need to consider in the future.
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